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We give sufficient conditions for the uniform integrability of the Radon
Nikodym derivatives of the images of Wiener measure under the non-linear trans-
formations of the Wiener space. These results are then applied to the construction
of the functional inverses of these transformations.  1998 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
Let (W, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space, i.e., W is a separable Banach
space, H is a Hilbert space which is densely and continuously injected into
W. + denotes the sigma-additive extension of the standard cylindrical
Gaussian measure of H (cf. [6]). The question of the absolute continuity
of the image of + under T, denoted by T*+ with respect to + has been
studied by several people since the initial works of CameronMartin
(cf. [2, 3, 9, 21, 22]). The main cornerstone in the recent works about the
subject is to have a sufficient condition for the uniform integrability of the
densities of the shifts corresponding to the cylindrical approximations of u.
In this aspect the most useful approach seems to show the boundedness of
L log L-moments. In this work, using the following Young inequality
aba log a+eb&a,
for b>0, a1, we obtain precise bounds for the L log L-moments for the
RadonNikodym densities of the images of the Wiener measure under the
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non-linear transformations defined by general shifts of contraction type,
monotone shifts and the shifts defined as the solutions of first order dif-
ferential equations on the Wiener space which are defined with the
CameronMartin space-valued vector fields.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let W be a separable Banach space, H$H$ a separable Hilbert space
which is densely and continuously injected into W. + denotes the standard
Gaussian measure on (W, B(W)) whose reproducing kernel Hilbert space
is H (H will be called the CameronMartin space). We denote by { the
GrossSobolev derivative defined on (W, H, +). Let X be a separable
Hilbert space. Sobolev spaces of X-valued Wiener functionals are denoted
by Dp, k(X), where p>1 is the order of integrability with respect to the
Wiener measure + and k1 is the order of differentiability. The norm on
Dp, k(X) is defined by
&F&p, k= :
k
i=0
&{ iF&Lp(+, XH i) ,
where ‘‘}’’ denotes the completed HilbertSchmidt tensor product. If X=R
then we write simply Dp, k . Let (Pt , t0) be the OrnsteinUhlenbeck
semi-group on W, it is defined via Mehler’s formula as
Pt F(w)=|
W
F(e&tw+- 1&e&2t y) +(dy).
Let &L be its infinitesimal generator, then we can define another norm on
Dp, k(X) as
_F_p, k=&(I+L)k2 F&Lp(+, X) ,
and Meyer inequalities say that the two norms & }&p, k and _ }_p, k are
equivalent for any p>1 and k0 (cf., for instance [12] or [20]). Conse-
quently we shall not distinguish them in the sequel.
The adjoint of { with respect to the Wiener measure + is denoted by $
and called the divergence operator. $ is then a linear, continuous mapping
from Dp, k(XH) into Dp, k&1(X), for any p>1 and k # R. Let us recall
that in case of the classical Wiener space, if u # Dp, k(XH) is the primitive
of an adapted, X-valued process, then $u coincides with the Ito^ integral of
the corresponding process.
The following result is useful for the calculations (cf. [19]):
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Lemma II.1. Suppose that (,i , i # J) is any family of Wiener functionals
in some Dp, 1 such that sup i # J &{, i&L(+, H)=K<. Then we have
sup
i # J
+[w: |, i (w)&E[,i]|>c]2 exp &
c2
2K2
,
for any c>0. In particular, for any *<12K 2, we have
sup
i # J
E[exp[*(,i&E[,i])2]](1&2*K2)&12.
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let A be a HilbertSchmidt
operator on H. Recall that the modified CarlemanFredholm determinant
of A, denoted by det2(I+A) is defined as
det2(I+A)= ‘

i=1
(1+; i) e&;i,
where (;i , i1) are the eigenvalues of A counted with respect to their
multiplicity. First we have the following trivial identity:
Lemma II.2. For any two HilbertSchmidt operators A and B, we have
det2(I+1) det2(I+B)=det2((I+A)(I+B)) exp trace(AB).
The following result is very useful:
Theorem II.1. For any HilbertSchmidt operator A, we have the following
inequality:
|det2(I+A)|exp 12 &A&22 ,
where &A&2 denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm of A.
Proof. Let (:i , i1) be the eigenvalues of the positive operator (I+A)
(I+AC), note that in particular :i0. Then we have from Lemma II.2,
|det2(I+A)|2=det2(I+A) det2(I+AC)
=det2((I+A)(I+AC)) exp trace(AAC)
=det2((I+A)(I+AC)) exp &A&22 .
Moreover, we have
det2((I+A)(I+AC))=‘
i
:ie&(:i&1).
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Since the function g(t)=te&(t&1)&1 is always upperbounded by zero on
R+ , we should have
det2((I+A)(I+AC))1
and the proof follows. K
As an application let us give the following result which is useful
(cf. [10, 11]):
Lemma II.3. For any HilbertSchmidt operator A, such that det2(I+A)
{0, one has the following majoration:
|det2(I+A)|&1exp( 12 &A&
2
2 [&(I+A)
&1&2+2 &(I+A)&1&]).
Proof. Note that (I+A)&1 can be written as I&A(I+A)&1. Then, it
follows from Lemma II.2 that
(det2(I+A))&1=det2((I+A)&1) exp trace(A2(I+A)&1).
The result then follows from Theorem II.1 and from &A .K&2&A&2 &K&,
for any bounded operator K. K
III. THE CHANGE OF VARIABLES FORMULA FOR A
SMALL PERTURBATION OF THE IDENTITY
Consider the abstract Wiener space (W, H, +). Let u be an H-valued
random variable defined on (W, H, +) and T(w)=w+u(w). The following
result is well-known (cf. [21])
Theorem III.1. Suppose that u: W [ H is a measurable map belonging
to Dp, 1(H) for some p>1. Assume that there are constants c and d with
c<1 such that for almost all w # W,
&{u&c<1 (1)
and
&{u&2d< (2)
where & }& denotes the operator norm and & }&2 denotes the HilbertSchmidt
norm for the linear operators on H. Then:
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(a) Almost surely w [ T(w)=w+u(w) is bijective. The inverse of T,
denoted by S is of the form S(w)=w+v(w), where v belongs to r Dr, 1(H).
Besides
|v(w)|H
|u(w)|H
1&c
,
and
&{v&
c
1&c
and &{v&2
d
1&c
+-almost surely.
(b) For any F # Cb(W), we have
E[F]=E[F b T } |4u |]
and in particular
E[ |4u |]=1,
where
4u=|det2(I+{u)| exp \&$u& 12 |u| 2H+ .
(c) The measures +, T*+ and S*+ are mutually absolutely continuous,
where T*+ (respectively S*+) denotes the image of + under T (respectively
S). We have
dS* +
d+
=|4u | ,
dT* +
d+
=|4v |,
where 4v is defined similarly to 4u .
The following theorem, which has some interesting applications, yields
the results of the above theorem under weaker assumptions:
Theorem III.2. Let u: W  H be a random variable in some Dp, 1(H) for
some p>1. Suppose that
(i) &{u&c<1 +-a.s., where & }& denotes the operator norm on H and
c is a constant.
(ii) E[exp &{u&22 2=]<+ for some = in (0, (1&c)(3&c)).
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Then T=IW+u is a.s. a bijection with an inverse S=IW+v, such that
|v(w)|H 
|u(w)| H
1&c
,
&{v&
c
1&c
a.s.
Moreover, for any F # Cb(W), we have
E[F b T } |4u |]=E[F],
and
E[F b S } |4v |]=E[F]
where 4u and 4v are ad defined in Theorem III.1.
Proof. Let (ei , i # N) be a complete, orthonormal basis of H. Denote
by ?n the orthogonal projection of H onto the vector space spanned by
[e1 , ..., en] and let Vn be the sigma-algebra generated by [$e1 , ..., $en].
Define now
un=E[P1n ?nu | Vn],
where P1n is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup at t=1n. We call respec-
tively un and Tn=IW+un as the cylindrical approximation of u and T.
Let 4n=4un and Sn=T
&1
n =IW+vn ; where vn : W  H is a measurable
mapping whose existence and properties follow from Theorem III.1. We
will first show that (4n ; n # N) is uniformly integrable. For this we will
prove that
sup
n
E[|4n log 4n | ]<+.
We have
E[|4n log 4n | ]=E[|log 4n b Sn |]
E[|log det2(I+{un b Sn)|+|$un b Sn |+ 12 |un b Sn |
2
H]
=In+IIn+IIIn .
Since |det2(I+A)|e(12) &A&
2
2, it follows that
In =E |log det2(I+{un b Sn)| 12E[&{un b Sn&
2
2]
= 12E[&{un&
2
2 } |4n |].
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From the Young-type inequality aba log a+eb&a which holds for b>0
and a1 (cf. [1]), we have for all a, b0,
ab|a log a|+eb (3)
Hence,
In=E[ |4n log 4n |]+E _exp 12= &{un&22&
where =>0 will be specified later. Since un b Sn=&vn and since |vn |H
1(1&c) |un |H ,
IIIn
1
2
E[|vn | 2H]
1
2(1&c)2
E[ |un | 2H].
Let us now control IIn : we have ([21])
$un b Sn=&$vn&|vn | 2H+trace({un b Sn } {vn).
Hence
IInE[|$vn |]+E[|vn | 2H]+E[|trace({un b Sn) } {vn | ].
We have already noticed that
E[ |vn | 2H]
1
(1&c)2
E[|un | 2H].
Moreover since |trace(A } B)|&A&2 } &B&2 ,
E[ |trace({un b Sn) } {vn |]E[&{un b Sn&2 &{vn&2].
Since &{vn&21(1&c) &{un b Sn &2 , we have
E[ |trace({un b Sn) } {vn |]
1
1&c
E[&{un b Sn&22]
=
1
1&c
E[&{un &22 } |4n |]
and again by the Young-type inequality (3)

2=
1&c
E[|4n log 4n | ]+
1
1&c
E _exp 12= &{un&2H& .
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Finally, let us look into:
E[|$vn |]E[|vn | 2H]
12+E[|trace({vn } {vn)|]12

1
1&c
E[|un | 2H]
12+E[&{vn&22]
12

1
1&c
E[|un | 2H]
12+
1
1&c
E[&{un b Sn&22]
12
=
1
1&c
[&un&L2(+, H)+E[&{un &22 } |4n |]12]

1
1&c {&un &L2(+, H)+E _2= |4n log 4n |+exp
&{un&22
2= &
12
=

1
1&c
&un&L2+
- 2=
1&c
E[ |4n log 4n |]12
+
1
1&c
E _exp &{un&
2
2= &
12
.
Therefore
IIn
1
1&c
&un&L2+
- 2=
1&c
E[|4n log 4n | ]12+
1
1&c
E _&{un&
2
2
2= &
12
+
2=
1&c
E[|4n log 4n |]+
1
1&c
E _exp &{un &
2
2
2= &+
1
(1&c)2
E[ |un | 2H].
Consequently
E[|4n log 4n |]=E[|4n log 4n |]+E _exp 12= &{u&22&
+
1
2(1&c)2
E[|un |2]+
1
1&c
E[|un |2]12
+
- 2=
1&c
E[ |4n log 4n |]12+
1
1&c
E _exp &{un&
2
2
2= &
12
+
2=
1&c
E[ |4n log 4n |]+
1
1&c
E _exp &{un&
2
2
2= &
+
1
(1&c)2
E[|un | 2H]+
6&c
2(1&c)
E &{un&22 .
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Making the obvious simplifications we obtain:
\1&= \3&c1&c++ E[|4n log 4n |]

- 2=
1&c
E[|4n log 4n |]12+
2&c
1&c
E _exp 12= &{un&22&
+
3
2(1&c)2
E[ |un |2]+
1
1&c
E _exp &{un&
2
2
2= &
12
+
1
1&c
E[|un |2]12+
6&c
2(1&c)
E &{un&22 .
The above inequality has always positive solutions provided that
1&= \3&c1&c+>0,
hence it suffices to choose 0<=<1&c3&c.
Turning now to the final part, let us denote by Ln=dT*n +d+ i.e.,
E[F b Sn |Ln |]=E[F]. Then it is much easier to show that supn E[|Ln log Ln |]
<. In fact,
E[|Ln log Ln |]=E[|log Ln b Tn |]
and we have
Ln b Tn=
1
4n
.
Consequently
E[|Ln log Ln | ]=E[|log 4n |]
E[|log det2(IH+{un)&$un& 12 |un |
2
H |]
 12E[&{un&
2
2+|un |
2
H]+E[&{un&
2
2]
12+E[|un | 2H]
12.
and this proves the uniform integrability of (Ln ; n # N). To construct the
inverse shift, note that by construction, we have vn=&un b Sn . Hence,
using the triangle inequality and that supn &{un &c almost surely, we
have
|vn&vm | H
1
1&c
|un b Sn&um b Sn |H .
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Consequently
+[ |vn&vm |H>r]+[ |un b Sn&um b Sn |H>r(1&c)]
=E[|4n | 1[ |un&um|>r(1&c)]]  0
as n, m   by the construction of the sequence (un , n # N). This shows
that (vn , n # N) converges in probability to some v # L0(+, H). Since, for
any n # N,
E[&{vn&22]
1
(1&c)2
E _exp &{un&
2
2
2=
+= |4n log 4n |& ,
(vn , n # N) converges weakly in D2, 1(H), hence it belongs to D2, 1(H). To
show that Ln  L in L0(+), we need to show that vn  v in some Dp, 1(H)
( p>1) in the norm topology. Because of the boundedness of ({vn , n # N)
in L2(+, HH), it will suffice to prove that {vn  {v in L0(+, HH). For
this recall that
{un=&{vn b Tn(IH+{un).
Since (IH+{un)&1  (IH+{u)&1 in probability, the sequence (:n)=
({vn b Tn) converges to some : in L0(+, HH). Moreover
&:n b Sn&: b S&2&:n b Sn&: b Sn &2+&: b Sn&: b S&2 .
The first term at the right of the inequality converges to zero in probability
because of the uniform integrability of (4n , n # N). For the second one, by
the Lusin Theorem, given any =1>0, there exists a compact set K=1 in W
such that +(K c=1)<=1 and that : is uniformly continuous on K=1 . Let =1>0
be arbitrarily chosen, choose =1 such that
sup
n
+[Sn # K c=1]++[S # K
c
=1
]sup
n
E[( |4n |+|4| ) 1K c=1
]=2 ;
note that such a choice is possible by the uniform integrability. We then
have
+[&: b Sn&: b S&2>r]+[&: b Sn&: b S&2>r, Sn # K=1 , S # K=1]
++[Sn # K c=1]++[S # K
c
=1
]=2
since for large n, the first term at the right is zero by the uniform con-
tinuity. This proves that vn  v in some Dp, 1(H), hence $vn  $v in L0(+).
Consequently (Ln , n # N) converges in L1(+) to the random variable
L=det2(I+{v) exp(&$v& 12 |v|
2
H).
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and we have
E[F b T]=E[F |L| ],
for any F # Cb(W).
Let us now show that S b T=IW almost surely: we have
+[&S b T(w)&w&W>r]
+[&S b T&Sn b T&W>r2]++[&Sn b T&Sn b Tn&W>r2]
=E[|L| 1[ |v&vn|H>r2]]++[ |vn b T&vn b Tn |H>r2]
The first term at the right side of the inequality tends zero by the
dominated convergence theorem, the second one also tends to zero since
|vn b T&vn b Tn | H sup
k
&&{vk &&L(+) |u&un |H

c
1&c
|u&un |H  0
by the construction of un . The proof of T b S=IW +-almost surely is similar,
hence it is left to the reader. K
IV. MONOTONE SHIFTS
Let us begin by recalling the notion of monotone shift:
Definition IV.1. Suppose that u=W  H is a random variable in
some Dp, 1(H). For a given :>0 we say that the corresponding shift
T=IW+u is :-monotone if, for any h # H,
((IH+{u) h, h)H: |h| 2H ,
+-almost surely. Note that the set of full measure on which the inequality
is satisfied may depend on h # H.
Theorem IV.1. Let u # Dp, 1(H) for some p>1 and suppose that T is an
:-strongly monotone shift such that
E[exp c &{u&22]<
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for some constant
c>
2+:
2:
.
Then we have
E[F b T |4u |]=E[F],
for any F # Cb(W), where
4u=det2(IH+{u) exp[&$u& 12 |u|
2
H].
Consequently E |4u |=1, det2(IH+{u) is almost surely non-zero and the
measures + and T*+ are equivalent.
Furthermore, the mapping T: W  W is almost surely invertible, i.e., there
exists a map S: W  W, of the form S(w)=w+v(w), with v # D2, 1(H) &
q>1 Dq, 0(H) and &{v& # L(+), such that
S b T(w)=T b S(w)=w,
for +-almost all w # W. We also have that the measures S*+ and + are
equivalent, with
E[F b T]=E[F |4v |]
E[F b S]=E[F |4u |],
for any F # Cb(W).
Remarks. If T is ;-strongly monotone, then it is also :-strongly
monotone for any :<;. Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for
0<:<1.
Proof. Let Tn , un be the cylindrical approximations of T and u as
defined in the proof of Theorem III.2 (the monotonicity property is preserved
under the operations used to construct the cylindrical approximations,
cf., [22]) and let Sn be the inverse of the shift Tn=IW+un , whose
existence follows from the finite dimensional analysis (cf., [14]). It is easy
to see that Sn is of the form IW+vn , with vn=&un b Sn . Hence, using the
ordinary differential calculus, we have
{vn=&{un b Sn(IH+{un b Sn)&1.
From the strong monotonicity hypothesis
&(IH+{un b Sn)&1&[1&(1&:) e&1n]&1,
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hence
&{vn&[1&(1&:) e&1n]&1 &{un b Sn&
&{vn &2[1&(1&:) e&1n]&1 &{un b Sn&2
where & }& denotes the operator norm and & }&2 denotes the Hilbert
Schmidt norm (for large n, we can and will take :&1 instead of [1&
(1&:) e&1n]&1 to simplify the calculations).
From the monotonicity, we have:
1. &{vn&(:+1):,
2. |vn |H(1:) |un |H ,
almost surely. In fact, the bound of the operator norm of {vn follows
from the identity IH+{vn b Tn=(IH+{un)&1 and from the fact that
&(IH+{un)&1&1: by monotonicity. To prove the second we write
down, following the definition,
(un(w+h)&un(w), h)H(:&1) |h| 2H ,
and replace h # H in this inequality by vn(w). This gives
(un(w+vn(w))&un(w), vn(w))H(:&1) |vn(w)| 2H .
Recall now that un(w+vn(w))=&vn(w), hence we obtain
(&vn(w)&un(w), vn(w))H(:&1) |vn(w)| 2H ,
which implies
(&un(w), vn(w))H: |vn | 2H ,
finally we can dominate the left hand side of this inequality by |un | H |vn | H .
Let us now denote by Ln the density corresponding to vn , i.e.,
Ln=det2(IH+{vn) exp &$vn& 12 |vn |
2
H ,
And by 4n the one corresponding to un , i.e., 4n=4un .
We claim that
sup
n
(E[|4n log 4n |+ |Ln log Ln | ])<.
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Let us show this for 4n ’s (which is the more difficult part)
E[|4n log 4n |]=E[|4n log 4n | 1[ |4n| 1]]+E[|4n log 4n | 1[ |4n| >1]]
e&1+E[|4n log 4n | 1[ |4n|>1]]
E[|log 4n b Sn | 1[ |4n b Sn|>1]]
E[|log det2(IH+{un b Sn)|+|$un b Sn | ].
Use now the identity
$un b Sn=&$vn&|vn | 2H+trace[({un b Sn) } {vn],
the inequality |det(I+A)| 12 &A&
2
2 for the HilbertSchmidt operator A
and the majoration |vn |H(1:) |un |H to obtain
E[ |4n log 4n |]e&1+\12+
1
:+ E[&{un b Sn&22]+
1
:2
E[|un | 2H]
+E[|vn | 2H]
12+E[&{vn &22]12.
Since &{vn&2(1:) &{un b Sn &2 ,
E [|4n log 4n | ]e&1+\12+
1
:+ E[&{un b Sn&22]+
1
:2
E[|un | 2H]
+
1
:
(E[|un | 2H]
12+E[&{un b Sn &22]12)
=e&1+\12+
1
:+ E[&{un&22 |4n |]+
1
:2
E[|un | 2H]
+
1
:
(E[|un | 2H]
&12+E[&{un&22 |4n | ]
12).
Using the Young inequality we have, for any =>0,
E[&{un&22 |4n |]=E[ |4n log 4n |]+E _exp 1= &{un&22& .
Consequently
E[|4n log 4n |]e&1+
:+2
2: \=E[ |4n log 4n |]+E _exp
1
=
&{un&22&+
+
1
:2
E[|un | 2H]+
1
:
E[|un | 2H]
12
+
1
: _=E[|4n log 4n |]+E _exp
1
=
&{un&22 &&
12
.
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This inequality implies that E[|4n log 4n |] is uniformly bounded,
provided that 1&(:+22:) =>0, which implies that
c=
1
=
<
:+2
2:
.
It follows from the de la Valle Poussin lemma that (4n ; n # N) is uniformly
integrable, hence, for any F # Cb(W), we have
E[F b T |4u |]=lim
n
E[F b Tn |4n |]
=E[F].
Therefore E |4u |=1. By the strong monotonicity assumption (IH+{u) is
almost surely invertible on H and therefore det2(IH+{u)>0 almost surely
and 4{0 almost surely and the equivalence of the measures + and T*+
follows from the fact that |4u |{0 almost surely. The proof of the uniform
integrability for the sequence (Ln , n # N) is easy and it is left to the reader.
To show the invertibility, we will first show that the sequence (vn)
converges in probability. Recall first that un b Sn=&vn and vn b Tn=&un .
We then have
|vn&vm | 2H =(um b Sm&un b Sn , vn&vm)H
=(um b Sm&um b Sn , vn&vm)H+(um b Sn&un b sn , vn&vm)H
(1&:) |vn&vm | 2H+(um b Sn&un b Sn , vn&vm)H ,
hence
: |vn&vm | 2H|vn&vm | H |um b Sn&un b Sn |H
therefore
: |vn&vm | H|un&um |H b Sn .
This majoration implies, for any d>0,
+ { |vn&vm | H>d:=+[ |um&un | H b Sn>d]
=E[|4n | 1[ |um&un|H>d]]  0,
as n and m go to infinity, since the sequence (4n , n # N) is uniformly
integrable and since (un ; n # N) converges in probability. Consequently,
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there exists some v: W  H such that vn  v in probability. The L-boun-
dedness of (&{vn&, n # N) implies that v belongs to r>1 Dr, 0(H). More-
over we have
sup
n
E[&{vn&22]sup
n \E[exp c &{un &22]+
1
c
E[|4n log 4n |]+ .
Hence there exists a subsequence (vnk , k # N) which converges weakly in
D2, 1(H) therefore v # D2, 1(H). To show that Ln  L in L1(+), all we need
to show that Ln  L in probability, for this we have to prove that
(vn , n # N) converges to v in some Dp, 1(H) ( p>1). For this, because of the
above bound, it suffices to show that {vn  {v in L0(+, HH). The proof
of this claim is done using the Lusin Theorem, exactly same as in the proof
of Theorem III.2, hence it will be omitted.
To show T b S(w)=w almost surely, it is enough to prove that un b Sn 
u b S in probability: we write
|u b S&un b Sn |H|u b S&u b Sn | H+|u b Sn&un b Sn |H .
Moreover
+[ |u b Sn&un b Sn | H>c]E[ |4n | 1[ |u&un|H>c]]
which tends to zero as n goes to infinity by the uniform integrability of
(4n , n # N). To show that u b Sn  u b S in probability we shall use the
Lusin theorem: in fact, for any =>0 and k # N, there exists a compact set
K= /W with +(K=)>1&=k such that u is uniformly continuous on K= .
Besides, due to the uniform integrability, by choosing k large enough, we
have
sup
n
E[|4n | 1K=c]=sup
n
+[Sn # K c=]
<
=
24
and +[S # K c=]<=24. Combining all this, for any d>0, we get
+[ |u b S&u b Sn |H>d]
+[ |u b S&u b Sn | H>d; Sn , S # K=]
++[Sn # K c=]++[S # K
c
=]
+[ |u b S&u b Sn | H>d; |Sn&S|H<$; S, S # K=]
++[ |Sn&S|H>$]++[Sn # K c=]++[S # K
c
=].
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By the uniform continuity, the first term at the right of this inequality is
zero for small $>0. The second one can be made less than =24 for large
n # N since Sn  S is probability and the last two terms are bounded by
=24. Hence we obtain
+[ |u b S&u b Sn |H>d]<=
for large n and this proves the convergence in probability. Consequently,
we have proved that T b S=IW almost surely. The proof of S b T=IW is
easy due to the fact that &{u& # L(+) and left to the reader. To complete
the proof, it suffices to remark that the measure f [ E[ f b T] is equivalent
to the measure f [ E[ f b T |4| ] since |4| is almost surely different than
zero and the latter is equal to the Wiener measure and the existence of S
gives immediately the expressions for the RadonNikodym densities. K
V. THE DENSITIES OF THE FLOWS
Suppose that X: R+ _W  H is a measurable map such that, for almost
all r # R+ , Xr is in the L p-domain of the divergence operator $. Without
loss of generality, we may suppose that Xr is of cylindrical type, i.e.,
Xr(w)= :
n
i=1
fi (r; $h1 , ..., $hn) hi ,
Where fi ’s are smooth functions of compact support on R+_Rn and
hi # H. In this case we have, for any k>0
E |
T
0
exp k |$Xr| dr<,
where T>0 is fixed. Let us denote by !st the solution of the following
differential equation on W :
!st(w)=w+|
t
s
Xr(!sr(w)) dr. (4)
From the finite dimensional considerations, (4) has a unique solution
and it defines a flow of diffeomorphisms of W whose inverse satisfies the
following
’st(w)=w&|
t
s
Xr(’rt(w)) dr. (5)
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Moreover the image of the Wiener measure + under the maps w [ !st(w)
and w [ ’st(w) is equivalent to + with the corresponding RadonNikodym
derivatives (cf. [4]):
Lst(w)=
d!*st +
d+
=exp |
t
s
($Xr) b ’rt dr
4st(w)=
d’*st +
d+
=exp |
t
s
($Xr) b !sr dr.
We have the following estimate for the L log L-moments of the densities:
Proposition V.1. For any 0st and for any =>0 we have
max[E[|4st log 4st | ], E[ |Lst log Lst | ]]
2
=
e(t&s)=E |
t
s
e= |$Xr| dr.
Proof. We have
E[|4st log 4st |]=E[ |log 4st b ’st | ]
E |
t
s
|($Xr) b ’rt | dr
=E |
t
s
|$Xr | 4rt dr
=E |
t
s
1[4rt1] |$Xr | dr+E |
t
s
1[4rt>1] |$Xr | 4rt dr.
The Young inequality for F(t)=(1+t) log(1+t)&t and G(t)=et&1&t
yields stF(s)+G(t). Applying this inequality to the last integrand of the
last line (written as (1=) 4rt } = |$Xr | ), we obtain
E[|4st log 4st |]E |
t
s
|$Xr | dr+
1
=
E |
t
s
1[4rt>1][4rt log 4rt&(4rt&1)] dr
+
1
=
E |
t
s
1[4rt>1](e
= |$Xr|&1&= |$Xr | ) dr
E |
t
s
|$Xr | dr+
1
=
E |
t
s
|4rt log 4rt | dr+E |
t
s
e= |$Xr| dr

2
=
E |
t
s
e= |$Xr| dr+
1
=
E |
t
s
|4rt log 4rt | dr, (6)
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the Gronwall inequality implies that
E[ |4st log 4st |]
2
=
e(t&s)=E |
t
s
e= |$Xr| dr.
The proof for a E[|Lst log Lst |] is similar. K
This result has important consequences, in particular, combining it with
some techniques of [4] and the Lusin theorem, we can show the following:
Theorem V.1 Suppose that X is a measurable map from R+_W in H
such that r [ E( |Xr(w)|H) is locally integrable, Xr is in Domp($) for some
p>1 and (Xr , h) # Dp, 1 for any h # H, for almost all r. Assume that, for
given T>0, there exists some =0>0 such that
E |
T
0
[exp =0 |$Xr |+exp =0 &{Xr&] dr<+,
where &{Xr& is defined as sup |h|H1 |{hXr | H . Then there exists a family of
measurable transformations [.st(w); 0stT] of W such that .*st+ is
equivalent to + for any s<t in [0, T] such that
.st(w)=w+|
t
s
Xr(.sr(w)) dr
+-a.s. in the interval [0, T]. Moreover (.st ; st # [0, T]) is a flow of trans-
formations with an inverse flow (st ; st # [0, T]) in the sense that
(i) (Flow Property)
.ut b .st =.st +-a.s.,
su b ut=st +-a.s.,
For any 0sutT.
(ii) (Inverse Property) st b .st=.st b st=IW +-a.s. for any st in
[0, T].
(iii) *st+ is equivalent to + and (st) satisfies the following equation:
st(w)=w&|
t
s
Xr(rt(w)) dr.
(iv) The paths t [ .st(w) and t [ tr are +-almost surely continuous
on the intervals, respectively, [s, T] and [0, {] (as W-valued trajectories) for
any s, {T.
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(v) The RadonNikodym densities are given as:
Lst=
d.*st +
d+
=exp |
t
s
($Xr)(rt) dr
4st=
d*st +
d+
=exp &|
t
s
($Xr)(.sr) dr.
Besides, for any p>1 with (t&s)<=0 p, we have
E[4 pst] 6 E[L
p
st]
e1p2
q=0
E |
t
0
e=0 |$Xr| dr,
where q&1=1& p&1 and
max(E[ |4st log 4st |], E[|Lst log Lst |])

2
=
exp \t&s= + E |
t
s
exp = |$Xr | dr
for any 0==0 .
Finally (.st) and (st) with the above properties are almost surely unique.
The case with Rotations. Suppose that Qt : H  H (t0), be a semi-
group of deterministic unitary operators. Let (ei ; i # N) be any complete
orthonormal basis of H. The Ito^Nisio theorem (cf., [7]) says that
+-almost surely, we have
w= :

i=1
$ei (w) ei ,
in the norm topology of W. Define
Q t w= :

i=1
$ei (w) } Qtei .
Since Qt are deterministic, we know that the ‘‘rotation’’ Q t is invertible
(cf. [18], Corollary 4.1 and Proposition 4.2) with
(Q t)&1 w=Q t*w
and
Q t*Q t w=Q tQ t*w=w
+-a.s.
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Suppose that we want to solve the equation:
.st(w)=Q tw+|
t
s
Qt&r Xr(.sr(w)) dr. (7)
Using the identity Q t(w+h)=Q tw+Qth +-a.s. we see that Q t(Ust(w))
solves Eq. (7) where Ust is defined as the solution of
Ust(w)=w+|
t
s
(Qr*Xr b Q r)(Usr(w)) dr. (8)
The conditions about the vector fields (Xr , r0) as well as the conclusions
about the corresponding flows are the same as those announced in
Theorem V.1. This is due to the following easy lemma which is proven in
a much more general setting in [18]:
Lemma V.1. Let Q be a deterministic, unitary operator on H. Then
v for any F # p>1 Dp, 1 ,
{(F b Q )=(Q*{F ) b Q ,
and by duality,
v for any ! # p>1 Dp, 1(H),
($!) b Q =$(Q*! b Q ).
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